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Foreword
–Peter Costello, Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1996-2007

M

ost policy-makers would agree that in times of recession it is natural and beneficial for a
Government to run a Budget deficit. After all, in a recession people are thrown out of work
and tax collections decline. People out of work draw down on the social safety net, and
expenditures increase. As an economy grows out of recession this process should reverse – these natural stabilizers should unwind and improve the Government’s financial position, bringing the Budget
back to balance.
But what do you do if an economy, years out of recession, is growing strongly and the Budget continues to haemorrhage? If a Government is running deficits in years of plenty, imagine how those
deficits will magnify if the economy goes into downturn. If a Government is borrowing in good times,
then it will be borrowing much more in lean times.
A country that is perpetually borrowing – throughout
the economic cycle – is asking for trouble. And it will
come, eventually.

No area of spending
was quarantined from
spending reduction.
We tried to share the
burden equitably.”

This was the challenge I faced when I became Australian Treasurer in early 1996.

We had been through a recession in 1991. The Budget went into deep deficit. As economic growth
took off, the Government promised it would bring
the Budget back into balance. After several years of
strong growth, the Government forecasted a Budget
surplus in 1995 and all the following years of projections. But it was a very liberal and creative accounting
regime. When I took office there was no surplus, we
were facing our seventh consecutive Budget deficit, at around 2 percent of GDP. Without corrective
action these deficits would have continued into the 2000s.
In my first Budget Speech I put it like this:
Our predecessors had Australia on a path of deficit and debt to the next century. Make no
mistake, this path would only make future choices harder, future possibilities bleaker and rob
Australians of the future opportunities they deserve. Our Government could not stand back
and ignore the problem. Although we did not create it. We will take responsibility to fix it.
We set out a two-year plan to balance the Budget and to do it principally on the expenditure side.
Over two years we cut expenditure by 1.7 percent of GDP, and revenue increased 0.4 percent of GDP.
Cutting expenditure was not popular. But we called on the public to come on the journey with us
and promised it would, in due course, produce results.
Apart from defence, which was already badly run down, no area of spending was quarantined from
spending reduction. We tried to share the burden equitably. We asked all sectors to make their
contribution.
One of the key things that helped was a clear explanation of the nature of the problem. People will
not support difficult and tough measures just for the sake of it. They might support them if they think
they are necessary. But you will have to convince them that they are necessary, and convince them
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that they will solve a real problem. A doctor has to diagnose a patient before the patient can understand what the treatment is all about and co-operate with it. And of course, the treatment has to be
the right one to cure the illness.
Our point was that if the Government was rapidly running up debt in the good times it would find
itself awfully exposed in the bad times. Younger Australians saddled with debts run up by their parents were going to inherit less opportunity. Their taxes would be higher – not to buy services for
themselves and their own generation – but to pay the bills their parents had never bothered to fund.
It would be a very bad form of inter-generational transfer for those who took the services in our generation to bequeath the taxes to pay for them to the next.
And so we set out our goal – to balance the Budget on average over the course of the economic cycle.
This meant that when the economy was growing strongly the Budget would be in surplus and we
would pay down debt. If we could get the Budget in balance and debt under control, the Government wouldn’t need as much tax – it could cut taxes. If taxes were reduced the economy would grow
stronger and the virtuous cycle continue.
We set ourselves the task of balancing the Budget in
our first term of government. In our second term we
set ourselves the task of reforming and lowering tax.
We introduced a GST, and abolished seven pre-existing indirect taxes. We cut Income Tax, Company
tax, and Capital Gains tax. By our fourth term we had
repaid the Commonwealth Government’s debt in
net terms. We established a Sovereign Wealth Fund
– the Future Fund – to invest future Government
surpluses.

If the Government was
rapidly running up
debt in the good times
it would find itself
awfully exposed in
the bad times.”

From 2006, the Government debt to GDP ratio was
better than zero. In fact, we had a negative debt to
GDP ratio because of the assets we held in the Government owned Future Fund.
During this period of Budget repair, Australia’s sovereign credit rating was upgraded twice to its current AAA-level.
Over the twelve Budgets I delivered, there were ten surpluses. And then, in 2007, our Government
was voted out of office. We had been in office nearly twelve years. The public thought it was time for
a change. Maybe they thought balanced budgets and tax cuts would continue to deliver themselves.
In 2008, the international financial system experienced great strain. Many countries went into recession. Australia did not. No major Australian bank failed. In fact, no major Australian bank experienced
even a quarterly loss, let alone an annual loss. The Government unleashed a lot of fiscal stimulus. With
such a strong Balance Sheet it had the means to do so.
As a result of that stimulus, the 2009 the Australian Budget went back into deficit. Although Governments of both political persuasion have promised to rectify the situation, it has remained there ever
since. We have had ten Budget deficits since the massive fiscal stimulus that nicely match the ten previous surpluses. All the debt that was paid off when I was Treasurer has been borrowed back again.
People often ask whether it was worth paying off the debt given that subsequent Governments have
gone out and borrowed it all back.
The only answer I can give is to say: just imagine where we would be if we hadn’t paid off that
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debt. Sure, subsequent Governments have piled on debt, but if we hadn’t got the Commonwealth
debt free, they would have piled debt on pre-existing debt rather than debt against a strong asset
position.
Even today Australian Government net debt is much lower than comparable companies. Our fiscal
journey over the last ten years has been bad. But our starting point was extremely strong. It was the
starting point that gave us the ability to weather the 2008 storm.
We still have a lot of other things to show from the strong fiscal management of previous years. We
have a system of transparency in financial reporting that is second to none. This is prescribed by
law under the Charter of Budget Honesty. As I have said, our Balance Sheet is comparatively strong
because we went debt-free from 2006. Although memories dim, the public remembers the days of
balanced Budgets not as a horror time, but as a period of great success. Most Australian politicians
still pay lip-service to the policy of balancing the Budget over the course of the economic cycle. And
we have a Future Fund.
No Government can expect to bind its successors. The argument for strong fiscal policy has to be
mounted again in each election and in each generation. But successful prior experience should encourage those now engaged in that argument, that the public will support a well-designed program
and it can be successful.

Introduction

A

ustralia has been described in recent decades as a “miracle” economy because of the longevity and strength of its growth, the absence of recessions, and the degree of improvement
on the country’s prior economic performance (Economist 2000).

Miracles come from supernatural forces, and there has been no miracle in Australia, though certainly
for much of the past 30 years Australia has out-performed other advanced economies thanks to a
combination of its economic policies and favourable external shocks. The starting point is somewhat
arbitrary, but there was a decisive break in economic policies in the mid-1980s that began the reform
path, even though the actual improvement in economic performance did not become apparent until
some way into the 1990s.
This charting of a new path on economic and fiscal policy was by no means inevitable. It reflected
choices by Australian policy-makers to liberalize the country’s economy and strengthen its public finances. A new multi-partisan consensus was formed that favoured markets and disciplined spending.
Australia has reaped the benefits ever since.
There is, however, evidence of growing complacency and reform fatigue in Australia, including backsliding on fiscal policy. Abandoning the policy course that has served the country so well for the past
30 years would be foolhardy.
The purpose of this essay, then, is to describe the economic and political circumstances that led to
this new policy course, to detail and analyze the composition of Australia’s fiscal reforms, and to
highlight the economic and social outcomes associated with them. The goal is not only to remind
Australia’s policy-makers of the success of its economic and fiscal reforms, but also to share this experience with an American audience as policy-makers in the US grapple with how best to deal with
Washington’s growing budgetary crisis.
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Why Fiscal Reform?

T

he long history of Australia’s under-performance up to the 1980s was reflected in sluggish
economic growth, weak productivity growth, slippage in living standards relative to other advanced countries, relatively high inflation, union-led strife in the workplace, high tariff barriers
and other forms of protection, low domestic saving, excessive fiscal deficits, and an inefficient tax
system. Why these problems were not addressed earlier is an issue for the political scientists. Suffice
it to say that a new Labor (centre-left) government elected in 1983 and re-elected in 1984 resolved
to tackle the malaise and had the broad support of the Liberal-National (centre-right) parliamentary
opposition, which in turn continued the reform approach when it came to government in 1996.
Economic performance improved noticeably after a severe recession in the early 1990s: low inflation became entrenched, there was a period of strong productivity growth, unemployment returned
to levels not seen since the early 1970s, there were
fiscal surpluses, and the general government net
debt was eliminated. There has been no recession
(on the admittedly deficient mechanical definition of
two consecutive quarters’ decline in real GDP) since
Abandoning the policy
1991 – setting a new record for advanced economies
course that has served
– although on other definitions there was a mild recession coinciding with the global Great Recession of
the country so well for
2008–2009. Australia has progressed up the internathe past 30 years would
tional economic league tables.

be foolhardy.”

However, these successes are, of course, not only
attributable to Australia’s own reform efforts. As a
major exporter of minerals, Australia has benefited
enormously from China’s industrial revolution. After
a long period in the doldrums, Australia’s terms of trade index doubled from the early 2000s to a
peak in 2011. This, combined with earlier policy reforms, helped generate the largest improvement
in living standards (over a relatively short period) since the gold rush boom of the colonial 1850s.
More recently though, prosperity has bred complacency and reform fatigue, and the forces of populism evident in other countries are evident in public policy initiatives in Australia. Fiscal performance
has deteriorated markedly since 2007. It remains to be seen whether Australia learns from other
countries’ failures and returns to the reform path, or itself becomes a case study of failure to adjust.
The earlier reforms did not consist of a single roadmap but evolved over time. At different times
they included liberalization of the exchange rate and capital flows, domestic financial deregulation,
changes in the conduct of monetary policy, deregulation of the labour market including workplace
relations, industry policy including protection, competition policy for goods and services markets,
retirement incomes policy, education and training, and fiscal policy including fiscal federalism and
privatization of state-owned enterprises. This paper is confined to an examination of the fiscal reforms, while recognizing the importance of other reforms.
Australia is constituted as a federation with a central government and six sovereign states. The central
government is the dominant fiscal power – particularly in taxation – and makes large transfers to the
states (vertical fiscal imbalance being very high). In the interest of consistency with other papers in
the Anglosphere project, the focus here is on central government fiscal policy. This is not to deny that
states have also undertaken fiscal reforms of their own.
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Overview of Fiscal Reforms

T

he fiscal reforms undertaken since the mid-1980s fall into six thematic categories:

1.	Institutional: use fiscal rules and targets, lengthen the time horizon for fiscal policy, legislate
the framework for fiscal policy, change accounting and financial management practices, establish
of a sovereign wealth fund, and establish a Parliamentary Budget Office.
2.	Management of the fiscal balance and public debt: bring the budget into balance, use deficits
and surpluses in economic management, reduce general government net debt.
3.	Expenditure management: control the government spending growth rate and share of GDP,
and take specific measures towards this objective.
4.	Taxation: use tax policy changes in short-term economic and fiscal management, implement
longer-term reforms, and develop policies on the overall tax burden and size of government
5.	Efficiency of resource allocation: privatize and corporatize state-owned enterprises.
6.	Fiscal federalism: reform general grants and those tied to the states, have the states participate
in national tax reform.
The following sections expand on each of these categories.
The objectives of fiscal reform have evolved from an initial emphasis on reducing the fiscal deficit to
helping to bolster national saving, reducing the external current account deficit, and bringing inflation
under control. Later there came a stronger emphasis on privatization and corporatization, both to raise
revenue and improve the efficiency of resource allocation in the economy. Deficit and debt reduction
became prominent again after the early 1990s recession and a change in government in 1996.
In the 2000s the emphasis turned to management of the revenue windfall and fiscal surpluses resulting from the China-driven resources boom. In 2008 the emphasis shifted abruptly to fiscal stimulus
as a means to soften the blow of the global Great Recession, and new social spending programs were
added by the centre-left Labor government. These developments, together with the fading resources
boom, produced a structural fiscal deficit and the emphasis has once again (but so far largely unsuccessfully) turned to reducing the deficit and public debt.
Throughout the last 30 years the imperative of tax reform has come to the fore on several occasions,
prompted by considerations of economic efficiency, equity, international benchmarking, long-term
revenue performance and deficiencies in fiscal federalism.

Institutional and fiscal governance reforms
There has been little interest in “large C” constitutional changes in support of fiscal reform (such as
a balanced budget amendment), as governments and their advisers shun the rigidities that constitutional constraints would impose on them. In any case, as a practical matter, it has proven very difficult to amend the Australian Constitution. There have, however, been other changes to the legal and
institutional basis of fiscal policy.
1.	The use of fiscal rules and targets. At various times – usually when fiscal consolidation was needed – governments have adopted quantitative fiscal rules and targets to signal their commitment to
fiscal adjustment in a medium-term framework and to steer the type of adjustment in their preferred
direction. These rules and targets have been self-imposed by executive government, have not been
legislated, and are not subject to any enforcement mechanism other than public opinion.
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For example, in the 1980s there was a “trilogy” of quantitative constraints on the deficit and both
tax revenue and expenditure as proportions of GDP. However, there has since been a lack of consistency in the nature of these rules and targets. The most enduring and bipartisan has been the
commitment to balance the budget on average over the business cycle, which more recently has
evolved into achieving a surplus (unquantified) on average over the cycle. There was a legislated
debt ceiling for a time, but it was abolished in 2013.
2.	The Charter of Budget Honesty. The Charter was legislated in 1997 to provide a framework for
fiscal transparency and discipline, and this legislation has bipartisan support and remains in force.
However, it contains no fiscal rules or targets. Rather, it sets out broad principles for the conduct
of fiscal policy and requirements for fiscal reporting.
3.	A longer-term horizon for fiscal policy. Four-year budget forward estimates were adopted in
the 1980s to demonstrate the medium-term consequences of current expenditure and revenue
policies. The above-mentioned Charter of Budget Honesty introduced a requirement for “intergenerational reports” at five-year intervals. These reports take a 40-year forward view of the budget
based on existing policies, attract as much public attention as annual budgets, and have influenced
policies, such as those shaping the impact of population aging on government expenditure.
4.	Accounting and financial management changes. Australia was one of the first countries to
adopt accrual accounting in the public sector (in the late 1990s). This focused greater attention
on the public sector balance sheet and limited opportunities for the government to distort annual
budget results by arbitrarily shifting cash flows across years. However, while accrual-based results
are published, the government continues to emphasise the cash budget result in its reporting.
5.	Establishment of the Future Fund. This fund, although in essence the same as a sovereign
wealth fund, was set up in 2005 to match the liabilities of the unfunded pension plan for civil
servants. Injections to the fund came from privatization proceeds and, to a lesser extent, budget
surpluses. Creation of the fund may have made budget surpluses politically easier to sustain.
There have been no new injections since 2007, but through investment returns the fund has
grown to around AU$130 billion, which still falls short of fully funding pension liabilities. While
it was desirable to reduce the unfunded pension liability, in broader terms there are arguments
against sovereign wealth funds – for example, the available funds would be better used to finance productivity-enhancing tax cuts or infrastructure projects.
6.	Establishment of a Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO). This office was created in 2012 to add
a more independent voice to fiscal policy processes. In its own words, the PBO’s purpose is to “inform the Parliament by providing independent and non-partisan analysis of the budget cycle, fiscal
policy and the financial implications of proposals” (Australia undated). Unlike its UK counterpart,
however, the PBO plays no direct role in the preparation of the budget, such as in determining the
macroeconomic assumptions underlying budget estimates.
It is difficult to say what difference these changes to institutional and fiscal governance arrangements
have made to actual fiscal outcomes. Certainly, it can be said that budget procedures, documentation,
and transparency have improved greatly and are now among the best in the world. Governments with
a weak fiscal record have nowhere to hide. While these improvements supported an improvement in
fiscal performance up to 2007, they have not prevented a serious weakening since then. Strong fiscal
institutions and governance arrangements are an essential foundation of good fiscal policy, but they
cannot compensate for a lack of political resolve in addressing underlying fiscal problems.

Management of the fiscal balance and public debt
Fiscal consolidation – achieving balanced or surplus budgets and keeping public debt low – has been
a regular theme of fiscal policy. As noted above, the most consistent fiscal rule has been maintenance
of a balanced or surplus budget on average over the business cycle. The record of achievement
against that benchmark is mixed.
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As Figure 1 illustrates, the deficit has been low by international standards, both on average and at
its cyclical peaks, averaging 0.8 percent of GDP in the 30 years to 2016, 0.6 percent in 20 years, and
1.8 percent in the last 10 years. It could also be said there was an improving trend, with the 10-year
average dropping from a deficit of 1.6 percent to 1986 to 1.2 percent in 1996 and a surplus of 0.7
percent in 2006. However, the trend has subsequently been reversed, with the 10-year average rising
to a deficit of 1.8 percent of GDP in 2016.
Figure 1: Federal Budget Balance
(% of GDP, 1985
- 2017)

FIGURE 1: Federal budget balance, percent of GDP, 1985-2017
3
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The
long-standing rule of balancing the budget, on average, over the business cycle has not been
140,000
achieved. It is true that 11 consecutive years of balanced or surplus budgets up to 2008 gave the
appearance
that the rule was being achieved, but in fact that period featured continuous economic
120,000
expansion and high commodity export prices rather than a business cycle. The expansion was in100,000 by only minor slow-downs in growth and was fuelled by Australia’s largest ever resources
terrupted
boom, which supercharged tax revenue growth to 8 percent a year in the five years to 2007-08. Since
the80,000
boom ended, revenue has been repeatedly written down and sizeable budget deficits have prevailed, more than offsetting the preceding run of surpluses. Over a long period including both boom
60,000
and
bust, the budget has been in deficit on average (for example, an average of 1 percent of GDP in
the period 2002 to 2017).
40,000

The negative side of this mixed record stems from the fiscal consequences of a severe recession in
the20,000
early 1990s and the global financial crisis of 2008-09. In each case, the operation of automatic
fiscal stabilizers inflated the deficit and was reinforced by discretionary fiscal stimulus. The stimulus
was particularly
aggressive in response to the global crisis of 2008-09, with Australia registering an
0
above-average
of stimulus1976-77
among G20
countries.
episodes 1988-89
represented
a departure
from
1970-71dose 1973-74
1979-80
1982-83Both 1985-86
1991-92
1993-94
previous official statements that fiscal policy should maintain a medium- and long-term focus and
not be side-tracked by short-term macro-economic stabilization considerations. In each case the budget swung from surplus to deficit by around 6 percentage points of GDP in two or three years to a
peak deficit of around 4 percent of GDP (see Figure 1). Following the typical asymmetric pattern of
discretionary fiscal stimulus, part of what was intended to be temporary became structural and the
unwinding of the inflated deficit was slow until concerted consolidation efforts began.
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While it is generally accepted that automatic fiscal stabilizers should be allowed to work, the wisdom of
discretionary fiscal stimulus – particularly the large dose applied in 2008-09 – remains hotly debated.
The Australian economy held up relatively well during the global crisis, but other favourable influences
at the time may account for that outcome. Proponents say the stimulus was justified by the scale of the
threat from the global crisis and that fiscal multipliers were large enough for the stimulus to provide
significant support to economic activity and employment. Others argue that any stimulus was largely
offset by other variables such as interest and exchange rate effects, the multiplier being close to zero,
and that the stimulus comprised wasteful measures and put the budget onto an unsustainable path to
higher public debt in the context of Australia’s high household debt and foreign debt.
The positive side of Australia’s fiscal record can be seen in past episodes of successful fiscal consolidation, or what is now called “austerity.” In the late 1980s and again in the late 1990s, the deficit was
reduced by around three percentage points of GDP
through discretionary policy action, particularly on
the spending side of the budget. Further discussion
of how this was done follows in the next section, but
it is worth noting here that contrary to the fears often
The positive side of
expressed by opponents of consolidation, it did not
drive the Australian economy into recession or even
Australia’s fiscal record
produce a growth slow-down of any significant size.
can be seen in past
A recession did follow the 1980s episode, but that is
episodes of successful
attributable to a severe tightening of monetary policy.

fiscal consolidation.”

Those earlier episodes of successful consolidation
have not been repeated after the latest large increase
in deficit spending following the global crisis of 200809. The deficit has come down, but remains elevated
seven years after its peak and, under current policies,
is projected to continue for several more years. By the same point in previous cycles, the budget was
balanced or in surplus thanks to policies of consolidation. This time, a small surplus is projected for
2020-21, but there are serious doubts as to whether this will actually be achieved, and if it is, whether
it can be sustained for long. The challenge may have been greater this time due to weaker economic
growth, slumping commodity export prices and a slow automatic recovery in budget revenue, but
consolidation efforts also have been weaker. Particularly telling has been the failure to make a dent in
elevated levels of federal spending sufficient to close the budget deficit. Stimulus-level spending was
partly unwound, but this emphasis quickly gave way to renewed spending of a more permanent kind.
The long-term challenges are clearly set out in the government’s latest Intergenerational Report
(2015), which maps fiscal projections over a 40-year horizon. The report shows the budget position
improving under then legislated policies until around 2023, then deteriorating continuously so that
by 2055, the deficit would be 6 percent of GDP and net debt 60 percent of GDP.
In contrast, and despite the deficits of recent years, federal debt is currently low by international
standards with general government gross debt at around 29 percent of GDP and net debt at around
19 percent (see Figure 2). However, if the current level of debt appears manageable, this reflects a
favourable starting point rather than the trend of recent years, which has been emphatically unfavourable. The relatively low level of debt reflects the history of low deficits discussed above and the retention of privatization proceeds as financial assets. Cyclically, debt has fluctuated and reached a peak
of 18 percent of GDP (net debt) in the 1990s before fiscal consolidation reversed the increase, but it
now again stands near 18 percent. Further increases appear certain, with a peak of 20 percent of GDP
currently projected by the government for 2019, which the recent track record suggests is more likely
than not to be exceeded. It is not so much the current level of debt that is worrying, but its upward
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trajectory under current policies. While Australia remains among a handful of governments with a
triple-A credit rating, one rating agency has now qualified this with a negative outlook pending the
government’s future actions to curb the deficit and growth in debt.
FIGURE 2: Federal debt, percent of GDP, 1985-2017
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Policy constraints on the growth of debt have been relaxed recently, as the federal government has
taken a more expansive approach to infrastructure spending in the belief that at least some debt
incurred for such investments is sustainable whereas debt incurred to finance recurrent deficits generally is not. Although direct capital spending by the federal government is quite limited (mainly
defence equipment), the government makes grants to the states and injects debt and equity funding
into its own business enterprises for capital purposes. Taking all these forms of capital commitments
together, they are projected to increase by around AU$11 billion a year on average in the four years
ending in 2019-20 compared with the preceding four years.
This policy shift in favour of capital expenditure is open to criticism on several grounds. It downplays
the fact that much of the existing federal debt reflects past recurrent deficits and that the recurrent
budget remains in deficit today. This deficit needs to be corrected before consideration is given to
increasing debt for capital expenditures. Even then, the quality of proposed infrastructure spending
and its contribution to future economic growth needs to be carefully examined. In practice, some infrastructure spending is undertaken for political reasons and would fail a rigorous cost/benefit analysis.

Expenditure policy
Australia has big government, even if it is not as big as in some other developed countries where
government spending exceeds 40 or even 50 percent of GDP. In Australia, the proportion stands at
around 37 percent for all levels of government combined, of which some three-quarters is financed
by the federal government either directly or indirectly via transfers to lower tiers of government. The
welfare state is as extensive as in other developed countries and social benefits are as generous, but
the cost is more contained because benefits are more tightly targeted by means testing and other eli-
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gibility criteria. Moreover, private savings make a major contribution to retirement incomes through
a system of compulsory, tax-favoured private retirement accounts. These features have kept the public sector below 40 percent of GDP.
The familiar forces behind the long-term growth in the size of government in many countries are also
evident in Australia. Expenditure policy reflects the tension between these forces and the pressure
to limit the tax burden and budget deficits. Pressures
to increase spending through new programs and the
widening of existing programs are always present,
while the countervailing forces tend to come into
play only when the budget deficit becomes probThe familiar forces
lematic. To the extent that growth in government
behind the long-term
spending has been held in check, it is more because
growth in the size of
of resistance to excessive deficits and tax increases
than any widely held belief in the benefit of smaller
government in many
government.

countries are also
evident in Australia.”

Three key episodes can be identified since the 1980s
when concerns about a deterioration in the fiscal position have focused attention on excesses in federal
spending. First, in 1985 federal spending reached the
peacetime record level of 27.6 percent of GDP amid
concerns about the fiscal deficit, the external current account deficit, and exchange rate weakness.
Second, in the mid-1990s a newly elected government, having campaigned on the need to reduce a
persistent deficit and reverse the rise in public debt, resolved to attack the problem mainly through
spending curbs. Third, since the large fiscal stimulus of 2008-09 and subsequent persistent weakness
in tax revenue, successive governments have aimed to slow the growth in spending in order to curb
persistent deficits. The first two episodes were examples of successful fiscal consolidation through
spending cuts, but the third has been largely unsuccessful.
When the need for cuts has overcome the urge to spend more, the particular measures have covered
a wide range and it is difficult to generalize. However, the following list provides some examples:
•	Tightening of eligibility criteria for social benefits – for example, a tighter means test and
increases in the minimum retirement age for the public pension.
•	Pauses in indexation of social benefits such as family allowances.
•	Periodic intensified culling of ineligible recipients from the ranks of social security beneficiaries.
•	Cuts in defence spending, which was 2.2 percent of GDP in the early 1990s but fell as low as
1.7 percent in recent years.
•	Cuts in foreign aid, which was as high as 0.5 percent of GDP in the mid-1980s but is now less
than half that level.
•	Reductions in discretionary grants to the states.
•	Efficiency dividends. These are annual clips from the budgets of most departments, and are
meant to replicate the pressure for productivity gains in the private sector.
•	Reductions in the size of the civil service, though not in pay or benefits.
•	Increased or new charges, such as the introduction of university fees in the 1980s accompanied
by an innovative income-contingent government loan scheme (HECS), which enables students to
defer payment (via the tax system) until their annual earnings reach a certain level.
This is not to suggest that every cut has been permanent. Sometimes they have been politically or otherwise unsustainable, such as the cut in defence spending, which is being restored to 2 percent of GDP.
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FIGURE 3: Federal budget spending, 3-year moving average real % change
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rate of growth in real spending for a few years. In each case there was a significant reduction in federal spending as a proportion of GDP (see Figure 4). As a result of this pattern of growth in government
spending followed by periods of restraint, spending as a proportion of GDP in the early 2000s was
lower than in the mid-1980s. Subsequently it has tended to increase again due to the long period of
ample revenue growth generated by the resources boom, the fiscal stimulus of 2008-09, and more
recently, the introduction of new social spending programs.

FIGURE 4: Federal budget spending % of GDP, 1985-2017
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The most recent episode warrants closer attention as it represents a departure from the past pattern
of fiscal weakening forcing strong spending restraint. On this occasion the forces for expenditure discipline have been much weaker. While some spending curbs have been put in place, at the same time
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new programs in disability care, school education, and child care have been rolled out, while public
expenditure on health continues to grow faster than other programs on average, and faster than GDP.
The government’s stated objective has been to reduce spending, but its position in Parliament has
been weakened by recent election results that rendered it unable to secure parliamentary approval of
many expenditure savings measures in the upper house (Senate). Even the measures it has put forward
but failed to implement would not have been sufficient to close the budget gap. It has not prosecuted
the case for spending restraint effectively in the face of well-organized and effective public campaigns
to protect existing programs or promote new ones. The budget for 2017-18 suggests that the current
government has largely surrendered to these forces and retreated from expenditure restraint, with
expenditure in real terms rising by more than 2 percent a year and maintaining its proportion of GDP.
Government expenditure outcomes have undoubtedly been influenced by the politics of inequality
and populism that have been evident in other countries. Even though Australian inequality is unexceptional by international standards and has not significantly changed in recent times, the worldwide movement against inequality has reached Australia, and the perception that it is a major issue
has spread without much attention being paid to what the statistics reveal. The largest potential expenditure savings tend to have a disproportionate impact on lower and middle income households
and it is therefore difficult for governments to win wide support for them. Increasing taxes has proven politically easier, particularly if the impact is concentrated on big business, multinationals, and
individuals with above average incomes.

Tax policy
Federal tax revenue as a share of GDP has risen strongly over the long term (as has the public sector
total, of which federal revenue comprises over 80 percent). There was a particularly rapid increase
in the 1970s and early 1980s, which has not subsequently been reversed. Since the mid-1980s the
share has fluctuated around an average of about 22 percent of GDP with no clear trend (see Figure 5).
There is no official policy ceiling, but when the ratio has risen above the average, pressure for tax relief has intensified, as in the mid-1980s when it reached 23 percent and in the 2000s when it reached
24 percent. On both occasions there were extensive changes to tax policy, as discussed below.
FIGURE 5: Federal tax revenue, % of GDP, 1985-2017
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Fluctuations in the tax-to-GDP ratio reflect the economic cycle, but tax policy changes are of more interest to us here. While there have been many policy changes, they have not normally been made for
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counter-cyclical purposes; rather, revenue weakness in recessions and strength in booms has reflected the elasticity of revenue in relation to tax bases and the automatic growth of personal income tax
revenue in response to inflation in a non-indexed, progressive tax rate scale (the “bracket creep” phenomenon). Policy changes have usually been motivated by one or more of the following objectives:
•	Relieving built-up pressure of bracket creep, which automatically lifts average income tax rates;
•	Reducing imbalances in the composition of tax revenue, particularly the excessive reliance on
personal and corporate income tax that has long been a feature of the Australian tax system;
•	Maintaining or improving the international competitiveness of Australian taxation, particularly
corporate and personal income tax;
•	Improving economic efficiency and horizontal equity by broadening tax bases and closing gaps
and loopholes;
•	Strengthening federalism by using federal policy levers to improve the states’ revenue bases; and
•	Managing budget deficits and surpluses.
Such considerations have at times led governments to launch tax reform initiatives based on major
reviews of the tax system, leading to bursts of policy changes. This happened in the 1985-89, 19992000 and 2003-07 periods.
In 1985, the focus was on reducing high marginal rates of personal and corporate income tax, updating personal tax thresholds, and paying for these changes in part through base-broadening, such
as the introduction of a capital gains tax and a fringe benefits tax and reductions in business depreciation allowances. The top marginal personal rate was reduced in stages from 61 percent to 48.5
percent and the corporate rate from 46 percent to 39 percent (see Figures 6 and 7). To a significant
degree, Australia was playing catch-up with an international trend towards lower marginal rates that
had started several years earlier.
In 1999, personal income tax was again reduced (both by cutting marginal rates and updating thresholds), the corporate rate was cut in stages to 30 percent, and a value-added tax (Goods and Services
Tax, or GST) was introduced at a rate of 10 percent to replace a narrowly-based wholesale sales tax
and a number of inefficient state financial transactions taxes. Although broad-based by comparison
with the sales tax it replaced, the GST itself provided substantial exemptions (such as for unprepared
food, water, education, and health services) which took the effective coverage of household consumption expenditure to around 50 percent.
FIGURE 6: Corporate income tax rate, 1985-2018
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Beginning in 2003, and in the context of strong revenue growth from the resources-fuelled boom,
concerns that personal income tax remained too high were addressed in a series of reductions in marginal rates and large increases in bracket thresholds. Those changes concluded in 2010. They brought
the top personal rate down to 46.5 percent and lifted the threshold for that rate from AU$60,000 to
AU$180,000. However, there was no further reduction in the corporate rate.
As a result of these episodes of tax reform, income tax rates have come down significantly, as Figures 6 and 7 illustrate. However, effective overall income tax rates have not come down as much
or at all, because reductions in statutory rates have tended to be offset by base-broadening and
bracket-creep effects. Furthermore, the Medicare levy – an additional tax applied to all personal
income and in effect a second personal income tax – has already been doubled from its original
rate of 1 percent in 1984, thereby offsetting some of the reductions in personal income tax, and is
set to rise again in 2019.
FIGURE 7: Personal income tax top rate, 1985-2018
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In the field of indirect taxation, Australia has not followed the experience of many other countries
(except Canada) that have introduced a value-added tax at a low rate and then increased it. Australia’s
10 percent GST has not been raised since it was introduced in 2000, nor has the base been broadened. There is support among economists for increasing the rate and/or broadening the base to raise
extra revenue or fund cuts in direct taxes, but community and political opposition is strong and this
may help limit the overall tax burden.
Since 2010, despite attempts by two governments to restart comprehensive tax reform, little has been
achieved. The personal tax-free threshold was increased in conjunction with the imposition of a new
carbon tax, which was subsequently abolished. A new and ill-conceived federal minerals resource
rent tax was introduced as part of a plan to cut the corporate tax rate to 25 percent, but the tax was reshaped prior to implementation and then abolished in the midst of intense political controversy and
the corporate rate cut was shelved. The current government has restored the policy of lowering the
rate to 25 percent over a number of years, but this has so far been rejected by the Senate in favour of a
smaller cut confined to small companies. Another recent and surprising policy change is the adoption
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of a tax on major bank liabilities, along the lines of the bank levy in force in the UK since 2011. There
have been other tax policy changes, but they are mostly small to medium size changes implemented
for the purpose of raising additional revenue, usually dressed up as measures to address perceived
inequities and inefficiencies.
In summary, the tax policy changes of recent years have lacked strategic purpose and a coherent reform theme. Their main purpose has been to raise extra revenue in politically opportunistic ways to
fund popular expenditure programs. Prior to the recent outbreak of tax increases, the tendency of tax
policy in Australia was for increases to be imposed through the stealth policy of bracket creep, while
major explicit policy changes or packages of changes were usually revenue-neutral or revenue-reducing. Governments have tended towards the cautious approach of not giving up revenue at times
of chronic budget deficits. The series of personal income tax cuts implemented from 2003 to 2010
were consistent with budget surpluses at the time but have been criticized by some for handing back
to taxpayers too much of what proved to be temporary surplus revenue and thereby contributing to
the current budget problems. However, a stronger case can be made that the government increased
spending too much in that period. Had the tax cuts been smaller the extra revenue would have been
used to fund and lock in even higher spending, not higher budget surpluses.
Bracket creep has been muted by low inflation in recent years but is still present, gradually lifting
effective personal income tax rates and undoing the benefits of earlier tax cuts. The government is relying on bracket creep as well as explicit tax increases to restore budget balance. Further tax reform is
needed, but has fallen victim to the general budget malaise, which increases the political challenge of
reconciling popularity with fiscal responsibility in shaping tax policy changes. As with expenditure restraint as described above, tax reform has also fallen victim to the politics of inequality and populism,
which stand in the way of reductions in upper personal income tax rates and corporate income tax.

Efficiency in resource allocation
There have been some advances towards greater efficiency in public sector resource allocation,
particularly through privatization and corporatization of public enterprises. Historically, the federal government owned a significant number of commercial enterprises – many of them large – but
most have been privatized since the late 1980s. These
include businesses in banking, aviation, telecommunications, and health services. As a result, the largest
bank, airline, airport, telecommunications company, health insurance company, and biotech compaPrivatization has
ny now listed on the Australian stock exchange were
undoubtedly been a plus
once wholly owned by the Australian government.
Their market capitalization far exceeds what they
for efficient resource
were sold for – a fact some say demonstrates that
allocation.”
they were sold too cheaply. However, this criticism
overlooks the substantial growth and increases in
profitability these companies have achieved since
being freed from government shackles, not to mention the general increase in stock market valuations.
Privatization has undoubtedly been a plus for efficient resource allocation. It was also a plus for the
public finances, as privatization proceeds enabled governments to pay down debt and build up financial assets. However, this benefit may have dissipated over time as the reduction in net debt created
more latitude to increase it again in the fiscally less favourable conditions of recent years.
Privatization has become more unpopular and politically contentious, particularly if it involves utili-
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ties. Going against the direction of privatization, the Labor government of 2007-13 saw fit to create a
new public enterprise for the purpose of building and operating (as a monopoly wholesaler to telecommunications retailers) a national network of high-speed broadband. The successor government
has continued along this path with some modifications to the details of the network, the result still
being that a business segment of the previously privatized Telstra has effectively been renationalized
with negotiated compensation. The NBN Company, as it is known, is receiving some AU$50 billion
of equity and debt funding from the government but its commercial viability remains to be proven.
Official policy is ultimately to privatize the company, but it is likely to be unsaleable, at least until its
value is heavily written down. Recently, the Liberal-National government decided to build a second
Sydney airport as a public enterprise, with the same intention of ultimately privatizing it.
The NBN company and any other business enterprises remaining in government hands (such as Australia Post) are required under the policy of corporatization to operate as commercial entities in that
they must have boards, generate profits, be subject to the same taxes as private businesses, and make
explicit any subsidies they receive from government.
While initiatives such as privatization and corporatization in the government business enterprise sector have been positive for efficient resource allocation, there is less evidence of improvements in the
same direction in the general government sector.

Fiscal federalism
Fiscal federalism needs to be canvassed here because fiscal relations between national and sub-national governments are an important determinant of economic efficiency and fiscal balance in a constitutional federation such as Australia. Unfortunately, despite false starts, reform has failed in an area
that needs it.
At least since the Second World War, the Australian federation has been characterized by a very
high degree of vertical fiscal imbalance – that is, the states are heavily dependent on central government transfers – and as a result, the central government has acquired a strong policy influence
in functions that are constitutionally the preserve of
the states. Currently the states in aggregate receive
about 45 percent of their revenue as transfers from
the federal government, divided about 50/50 between untied and tied grants. While the problems
Fiscal relations between
of functional overlap and duplication, confusion of
national and subaccountability, and prevalence of “pass-the-buck” behaviour have been much discussed over many years,
national governments
little has changed. The states have adjusted fully to a
are an important
condition of financial dependency while the federal
determinant of
government has grown to enjoy wielding fiscal power beyond what the constitutional framers intended
economic efficiency
it to have.

and fiscal balance in

The tax reforms of 1999-2000 discussed above had
[Australia].”
reform of fiscal federalism as one of its stated goals.
The GST introduced in 2000, although legislated by
the federal Parliament and administered by the federal tax administration, was assigned in its entirety
to the states in lieu of the more discretionary untied
grants that had been paid up to that point. In addition and by intergovernmental agreement, as the
GST revenue exceeded the previous untied grants, the surplus was assigned to the abolition of a
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group of distorting and inefficient state financial transactions such as a levy on all deposits made to
financial institutions.
While these arrangements delivered greater revenue security to the states and, perhaps, more revenue than they would have received had the previous arrangements continued, they failed to deliver
greater control of revenue to states either individually or collectively. The relevant GST legislation
prescribes that neither the rate nor the base can be changed without unanimous agreement of federal
and state Parliaments. While this “lock” helps explain why the GST has not been significantly changed
in its 17-year existence, and for that reason may be welcomed by those generally inclined to oppose
tax increases, it has the disadvantage of limiting states’ fiscal flexibility.
It should also be said that the GST lock is not binding on successive federal Parliaments and could
be undone by new legislation were a federal government so inclined and able to secure a majority
in the upper as well as the lower house. The GST is “the states’ tax,” as federal ministers have often
provocatively stated, only as long as the federal parliament wants it to be. Meanwhile, decades of
High Court constitutional interpretation suggest that the alternative of a state-legislated GST or sales
tax would not survive a constitutional challenge.

Conclusions and key lessons
Looking back over the past 30 years, the record of Australia’s fiscal reform is substantial, although it
looked more impressive 10 years ago than it does now.
On the positive side, the structural budget deficit was eliminated through policy action taken in the
1980s and 1990s, before very favourable external shocks pushed the budget into surplus in the first
decade of the new century. As a result, net federal debt turned negative for a few years and gross debt
dipped to 5 percent of GDP. Federal spending alternated between periods of restraint and accelerated growth, and there was substantial tax reform with reductions in personal and corporate income
tax rates, base broadening, and a new goods and services tax to replace highly inefficient indirect taxes.
State enterprises were transformed by privatization
and corporatization.

Australia’s fiscal
reform is substantial,
although it looked more
impressive 10 years ago
than it does now.”

As a result of these achievements, when repercussions from the financial crisis in the Northern Hemisphere hit Australia, it was in a strong fiscal position
to withstand the shock.

On the negative side, a structural budget deficit has
again opened up and it remains to be seen if, when,
and how it will be resolved. There are sharp disagreements among economists and political parties
about the appropriate pace of fiscal consolidation
and whether the emphasis should be on increasing
taxation or reducing spending. What is clear is that current government projections show the budget
being balanced by around 2020, with both tax revenue and spending above their long-term averages
as proportions of GDP. Given that outlook, and the fact that new spending programs continue to
be rolled out, it is clear that the political forces favouring higher spending and taxes are edging out
those favouring lower taxes. In that sense, unless there is a change of course soon, Australia is set to
become more like the developed countries with bigger public sectors.
Meanwhile, the tax system – leaving aside deficit reduction considerations – remains in need of further reform. There is excessive reliance on direct taxation, with high rates of personal and corporate
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income tax that make it increasingly difficult for Australia to compete. Expenditure programs are also
in need of reform to make them more efficient and more affordable in the long term as the effects
of population aging build up. Both tax and expenditure reforms need to occur alongside reform of
fiscal federalism, as there are major imbalances between federal and state governments, and Australia
is missing out on many of the benefits of competitive federalism.
Australia’s experience holds lessons for other countries contemplating fiscal reform, such as:
•	It takes serious problems, if not a crisis, to jolt the political system into taking corrective action.
•	Temporary revenue windfalls can sap a country’s fiscal strength in the longer term if they are
used in ways that lock in fiscal costs.
•	Getting the institutional and fiscal governance arrangements right is necessary for fiscal reform,
but they won’t guarantee it unless there is also the political will to act.
•	Comprehensive reform is desirable but rarely achieved. Reform episodes are never complete.
Some things that need to be done prove too hard and are left undone for another time.
•	Victories in fiscal reform are never permanent. Backsliding can occur and the same lessons have
to be learned over and over. The price of fiscal discipline is eternal vigilance. Having seemingly
eradicated deficits and debt, Australia is plagued by them again now.
•	Times of fiscal plenty make reform easier to achieve – because it is then that the number of
losers from reform can be minimized through compensation – but also make the need appear
less pressing.
•	Fiscal consolidation (or “austerity”) that corrects over-spending and chronic deficits is not
contractionary. To the contrary, it strengthens the foundations for economic growth – for
example by relieving upward pressure on taxation, lowering uncertainty, improving business
and household confidence, taking pressure off interest rates, and improving international
competitiveness.
•	Conversely, chronic fiscal laxity such as is now evident in Australia has the opposite effects; is
not expansionary and contributes to economic drift or worse.
•	The forces for higher government spending have become well organized in our democratic
systems, while the forces for lower taxation are more disparate.
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Endnotes
1	Real GDP growth slowed to 1.2 percent and real GDP per capita fell by 0.7 percent in the year
to 2009 Q3 and unemployment rose from 4.0 to 5.9 percent.
2	For a more complete review of the reforms, see Banks (2010).
3	See, for example, Carling and Kirchner (2012).
4	The measure of the budget balance used in this paper is that defined in the federal budget
(Australia 2017, Budget 2017-18) as the ”underlying cash balance”, which the government
has used for many years as the key measure of fiscal balance. Other measures reported in the
budget are the headline cash balance (which is little different from the underlying cash balance
on average over the long term, but currently exhibits a larger deficit); and the fiscal balance and
net operating balance (which are accrual accounting concepts).
5	Seventy percent of the growth came from corporate income tax (up 14 percent a year) and
individual income tax (up to 6 percent a year despite large discretionary tax cuts).
6	This finding is confirmed by estimates of the structural budget balance in Australia, Treasury
(2013) and Australia 2017, Budget 2017-18, which suggest an average structural deficit of
around 1.5 percent of GDP in the 15 years to 2016-17 and that the current and projected
deficits are entirely structural rather than cyclical.
7	According to the IMF, Australia’s fiscal stimulus in 2009-11 totalled 5.7 percent of GDP,
compared with an average of 5.2 percent for advanced G20 countries (IMF 2010, 6).
8	The case for fiscal stimulus in the circumstances of 2008-09 is set out in Gruen (2009), while
the other side of the debate is articulated by Carling (2009) and Makin (2009).
9	In each year of the expenditure restraint episodes of the 1980s and the 1990s and immediately
after, real GDP grew by at least 3.5 percent.
10	Total general government debt for federal and state governments combined using IMF
standardized definitions is 43 percent (gross) and 21 percent (net) for 2017.
11	Federal net debt was negative (that is, financial assets exceeded debt) from 2007 to 2009, while
gross debt fell to 5 percent of GDP.
12	Since Australia is a net international borrower, infrastructure spending needs to generate a
return to the economy at least above world interest rates to generate higher national income.
13	The IMF’s internationally standardised measure is 37.3 percent for 2016, compared with an
average of 39 percent for the advanced countries (IMF 2017).
14	David Uren (2017) recently summarized the evidence.
15	Major published tax reviews include the Commonwealth Taxation Review Committee (the
Asprey review) (1975) which first recommended many of the reforms taken up and refined by
later reviews and in some cases adopted by government: A New Tax System (1998) which led
among other things to the Goods and Services Tax, Ralph Review of Business Taxation (1999)
which led to the cut in corporate income tax to 30 percent, and Australia’s Future Tax System
(the Henry review) (2010).
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16	The top marginal rate was increased to 49 percent in 2014 as a “temporary budget repair levy,”
but was restored to 47 percent as scheduled in July 2017.
17	Corporate income tax revenue increased from around 3 percent of GDP to 4 percent as the
headline rate was cut to 30 percent. Personal income tax revenue has declined from a peak of
around 13 percent of GDP in the mid-1980s to around 11 percent currently, but is projected to
increase to 12 percent by 2020.
18	The tax of 0.06 percent on the selected liabilities of five banks took effect on July 1, 2017 and is
expected to raise about AU$1.5 billion a year.
19	Such policy changes may be small to medium relative to overall revenue but they may have a
large impact on the individuals affected. Examples in recent years include increased taxation on
private retirement savings and earnings, increased excise duty on tobacco, curbing of various
tax deductions, and resumption of the indexation of fuel excise to inflation.
20	The case against tax increases in Australia’s current situation is made by Potter 2016.
21	The list includes the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Telstra, Qantas Airways, Sydney Airport,
CSL (formerly Commonwealth Serum Laboratories) and Medibank Private.
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system more fair and efficient;
•	Defending Canada’s
innovators and creators;
•	Controlling government debt
at all levels;
•	Advancing Canada’s interests
abroad;

Working for a Better Canada
Good policy doesn’t just happen; it requires good
ideas, hard work, and being in the right place
at the right time. In other words, it requires MLI.
We pride ourselves on independence, and accept no
funding from the government for our research. If you
value our work and if you believe in the possibility
of a better Canada, consider making a tax-deductible
donation. The Macdonald-Laurier Institute is a
registered charity.

•	Ottawa’s regulation of foreign
investment; and
•	How to fix Canadian health
care.

For more information visit: www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca

Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publications
Winner of the
Sir Antony Fisher
International Memorial
Award BEST THINK
TANK BOOK IN 2011, as
awarded by the Atlas
Economic Research
Foundation.

Do you want to be first to hear
about new policy initiatives? Get the
inside scoop on upcoming events?
Visit our website
www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca and
sign up for our newsletter.

The Canadian Century
By Brian Lee Crowley,
Jason Clemens, and Niels Veldhuis
RESEARCH PAPERS

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication

SMOKING GUN: STRATEGIC

CONTAINMENT OF CONTRABAND TOBACCO
AND CIGARETTE TRAFFICKING IN CANADA

Christian Leuprecht

THOMAS D’ARCY McGEE
The Idealist
MARCH 2016

With a Foreword by the Hon. Peter MacKay

Thomas D’arcy Mcgee:
The Idealist
Alastair C.F. Gillespie
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The Indispensable Politician

How monetary and fiscal policy have sown the seeds of the next crisis

Philip Cross

by Alastair C.F. Gillespie

by Alastair C.F. Gillespie
With a Foreword by the Honourable Bob Rae

Smoking Gun
Christian Leuprecht

The Limits of
Economic “Stimulus”

JOHN A. MACDONALD

NOV. 2016

John A. Macdonald:
The Indispensable
Politician
Alastair C.F. Gillespie
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Aboriginal
Canada and the
Natural Resource
Economy Series

STEPPING INTO THE
SUNSHINE WITHOUT GETTING
Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act
BURNED The
(ESTMA) and Aboriginal Communities

The Limits of Economic
“Stimulus”
Philip Cross

Aboriginal
Canada and the
Natural Resource
Economy Series

A Macdonald-Laurier Institute Publication

MISSED
OPPORTUNITIES,
GLIMMERS OF HOPE

DWIGHT NEWMAN AND KAITLYN S. HARVEY

Aboriginal communities and mineral
development in Northern Ontario

JUNE 2016

FORCE 2.0

Fixing the Governance, Leadership,
and Structure of the RCMP

HEATHER HALL AND KEN S. COATES

Christian Leuprecht

MAY 2017
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and Environmental
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Getting the Big Picture:

SEPTEMBER 2017

How regional assessment can pave the way for more
inclusive and effective environmental assessments
Bram Noble
A MACDONALD-LAURIER INSTITUTE PUBLICATION

A MACDONALD-LAURIER INSTITUTE PUBLICATION

A MAcdonAld-lAurier institute PublicAtion

June 2017
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Stepping Into the
Sunshine Without
Getting Burned
Dwight Newman and
Kaitlyn S. Harvey
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Missed Opportunities,
Glimmers of Hope
Heather Hall and
Ken S. Coates

Force 2.0
Christian Leuprecht
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visit:Morris,
www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca
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What people are
saying about the
Macdonald-Laurier Institute

CONTACT US: 	Macdonald-Laurier Institute

323 Chapel Street, Suite #300
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1N 7Z2
TELEPHONE: (613) 482-8327
WEBSITE:
CONNECT
WITH US:

In five short years, the institute has
established itself as a steady source of
high-quality research and thoughtful
policy analysis here in our nation’s
capital. Inspired by Canada’s deeprooted intellectual tradition of ordered
liberty – as exemplified by Macdonald
and Laurier – the institute is making
unique contributions to federal public
policy and discourse. Please accept my
best wishes for a memorable anniversary
celebration and continued success.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE STEPHEN HARPER

www.MacdonaldLaurier.ca

@MLInstitute
www.facebook.com/
MacdonaldLaurierInstitute
www.youtube.com/
MLInstitute

The Macdonald-Laurier Institute is an
important source of fact and opinion for
so many, including me. Everything they
tackle is accomplished in great depth
and furthers the public policy debate in
Canada. Happy Anniversary, this is but
the beginning.
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE PAUL MARTIN

In its mere five years of existence, the
Macdonald-Laurier Institute, under
the erudite Brian Lee Crowley’s vibrant
leadership, has, through its various
publications and public events, forged a
reputation for brilliance and originality
in areas of vital concern to Canadians:
from all aspects of the economy to health
care reform, aboriginal affairs, justice,
and national security.
BARBARA KAY, NATIONAL POST COLUMNIST

Intelligent and informed debate
contributes to a stronger, healthier and
more competitive Canadian society. In
five short years the Macdonald-Laurier
Institute has emerged as a significant
and respected voice in the shaping of
public policy. On a wide range of issues
important to our country’s future,
Brian Lee Crowley and his team are
making a difference.
JOHN MANLEY, CEO COUNCIL

Oldest Profession or Oldest Oppression?

